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Abstract
Although there has been a focus on problematic issues related to health care services
and complaints made by patients, individuals who suffer from medically unexplained
syndromes continue to report being epistemically marginalized or excluded by health
professionals. The aim of this article is to uncover a deeper understanding of the
what‐ness of experiencing being naked in the eyes of the public while waiting to be
recognized as ill. Therefore, a phenomenological approach was chosen to inductively
and holistically understand the human experience in this context‐specific setting.
Semi‐structured interviews were conducted with two men and six women between
25 and 65 years of age, who had been on sick leave for more than 52 weeks. Their
symptoms were consistent with Exhaustion Disorder (ICD‐10, F43.8A). The meaning
of the interviewees’ lived experience was explored using a life‐world approach to
phenomenological reflection and writing. The participants described their experience
of encountering the general practitioner as taking part in a battle. Feeling distrusted
by others seemed to result in disconnection from their habitual lifeworld, which in
turn triggered a shame reaction. Additionally, the study showed a possible distrust
related to several communication levels within the health care system, which influenced the recovery process negatively. Lack of experienced support can lead to exacerbated feelings of distress. Accordingly, the psychosocial experience of being ill
might be as important as its unknown aetiology. Therefore, in the context of these
interpersonal relations, both norms, values, and attitudes, and issues of power need
to be considered and addressed properly.
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C O N TE X T U A L S E T TI N G

are. I hardly know who I am. I just want to sit here and be
left alone. It's a bit scary. And when my husband gives

I'm in the middle of chaos. I don't understand myself, can't

me a compliment I'm unable to accept it. I hear what he's

recognise myself. Cannot fathom why things are as they

saying, but it doesn't register because of my own self‐
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image. In a process like this, everything just disappears.

and an aggravation of the physical symptoms.6 However, often, the

That's why the little girl starts to appear, when I'm

experienced symptoms are attributed to psychological factors leaving

standing there completely naked. There is no way I can

these individuals to cope with their situation on their own.4,5,7

beat it. Everything just caves in. (Emma)

Although some authors have focused on problematic issues related
to health care services and complaints made by patients8,9 and others

Emma (fictive name) is one of the participants in the study. Her

have drawn attention to the epistemic aspects of these com-

story is not unique. She is experiencing “burnout” and has been on sick

plaints,10,11 patients continue to report being “epistemically marginal-

leave for more than 1 year. Burnout is a generic name for a state of

ized”

physical fatigue, emotional exhaustion, and cognitive weariness

marginalization may be understood as under‐inclusion of the first‐

because of prolonged exposure to unavoidable stressors.1 During the

hand experiences and perspectives of those who suffer from medically

sick‐leave period (52 weeks) the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Orga-

unexplained syndromes because of the ontological stance taken by

nisation (NAV), the employer and the general practitioner (GP) are

health care providers. Unsupportive encounters may seriously affect

supposed to cooperate to provide for a time‐efficient recovery pro-

the way in which the individual attributes value to himself or herself

cess while the patient is granted sick‐leave compensations. After the

as a human being with subsequent increased distress. The lack of soci-

sick‐leave period, the patient can apply for work assessment allow-

etal recognition may in turn threaten vulnerable individuals' sense of

ance (AAP), which is paid by NAV. From what the first author has seen

self and social identity and elevate vulnerability.14,15 These patients

in her clinical practice as a psychotherapist, there seems to be a mis-

have articulated feelings of shame and guilt associated with their

match between the needs of the patients who experience burnout

pain.16,17 Shame is a feeling of worthlessness and involves self‐blam-

or other medically unexplained syndromes and what the health care

ing and criticism in a stable and maladaptive manner.14,18 To summa-

system provides. In the following, we will first address the context in

rize, lack of support from society and medical professionals may lead

which the encounters between patients and their communities

to exacerbated feelings of distress. Shame has, in a cross‐sectional

take place.

study among people on sick leave, been found to be related to

or

excluded

by

health

professionals.12,13

Epistemic

In the West, this context is coloured by the social and political

prolonged sickness absence19 and thus might contribute to restrain

norms set by the biomedical model and evidence‐based medicine

the recovery process. So far, we have focused on the term medically

(EBM). The biomedical model and EBM are rooted in the positivist par-

unexplained syndrome. In what follows, burnout will be used to repre-

adigm. Within this paradigm, knowledge is achieved exclusively by

sent medically unexplained syndromes in general.

what is objectively measurable and directly observable, and little space

Most of the empirical work on burnout is conducted within a social

is left for reflections about subjective factors and underlying mecha-

psychological framework where burnout is thought to relate to an

nisms. “Evidence‐based medicine is the conscientious, explicit, and

individual's capacity to meet society's expectations about personal

judicious use of current best evidence in making decisions about the

achievement.20 The majority of the empirical work consists of cross‐

2

care of individual patients.” Recommendations made within clinical

sectional designs and randomized controlled trials.21 These studies

guidelines are graded according to the strength of the evidence on

tend to miss much of the complexity, ambiguity, and ambivalence of

which they are based. Clinical guidelines are thus presented as practi-

the burned‐out individuals' lived experience and to a minor degree

cal tools, in which the available evidence is synthesized and

appreciate that these individuals are coping with more existential

interpreted to guide choice of diagnosis and medical treatment. In

changes in their lives.22 The present study will contribute to fill this

the industrialized society of today, an increasing number of individuals

gap by starting to uncover what it is like to suffer from burnout while

experience long‐term absenteeism from work because of fatigue‐ and

waiting to be recognized as ill. From what Emma in the initial quota-

pain‐related diseases that are not yet medically explained.3 This fact

tion said, she “lost herself,” and everything that she knew about her-

might challenge the care for these patients because of the lack of

self felt changed. The little girl inside her was stuck in chaos, feeling

medical explanations and thereby lack of clinical guidelines.

terribly scared and naked. By conducting a phenomenological study,

In Norway, medically unexplained syndromes are placed in a “grey

we will enhance the work of previous researchers by inductively and

zone,” which can result in a delay in receiving a diagnosis. Since a diag-

holistically exploring the interviewees' experience in their context‐

nosis is the key to various social privileges, important implications

specific settings. The aim is to uncover a deeper understanding of

related to these syndromes might arise. A diagnosis is also a recogni-

the what‐ness of experiencing being naked in the eyes of the public

tion of being ill. In encounters between doctor and patient, the evi-

while waiting to be recognized as ill.

dence‐based norms might influence the relationship negatively.
Research has shown that individuals suffering from medically unexplained syndromes experience not being taken seriously within the

2
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THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE

health care system and often report disbelief and lack of support from
their communities.4 This fact may cause severe problems for individ-

We are inspired by the philosopher Maurice Merleau‐Ponty's phe-

uals with these syndromes because APP and social security benefits

nomenological approach and his theory of human existence as basi-

5

are not readily granted without a known biomedical diagnosis. Issues

cally a bodily, intersubjective, and situated existence.23 When we

of legitimacy may in turn contribute to elevated distress and suffering

experience burnout, one immediately present sensation can for
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instance be the perception of fatigue and pain. The experience is

for their clients with contact information. Eight volunteers, two men,

located in the person's embodied, intersubjective relations with others

and four women made contact. They were invited to a personal infor-

as much as it also occurs “in” the body.23 The unity of the mind and

mation meeting. The aim of this meeting was to present the project

the body is paramount; to be is to have a body that constantly per-

and make sure that they fulfilled the selection criteria. These criteria

ceives the situation we are part of.

were individuals between 25 and 65 years who had been employed

Further to Merleau‐Ponty, our consciousness is underpinned by an

at least at an 80% position and had been on sick leave for more than

“intentional arc” that projects around us our past, our future, and our

52 weeks prior to the interview. In addition, their burnout symptoms

23

human milieu.

The intentional arc describes our relation to the world

should be consistent with exhaustion disorder according to ICD‐10,

and focuses on the unity of the interaction between the individuals

F43.8A. All the volunteers fulfilled the selection criteria and agreed

and their worlds. Out of this intersubjective field, “figures” emerge.

to participate in the project. They were informed about the further

The configuration of a figure against a ground displays the meaning,

process and their role as interviewees. In addition, they were invited

and meaning is achieved only through relations in the field. Thus, the

to keep a personal diary during the fortnight prior to the interview,

relationship between the ground of the field and the figures that

which they were free to refer to during the interview.

emerge is what gives meaning to the whole.24 Thus, what we perceive
is at any given time perceived from the specific point of view of a perceiving and situated individual. As perceiving subjects, we are always
in a reciprocal connection to the context we, at any time, are engaged
in. Perception is intimately linked to possibilities for action and is
inseparable from the consciousness it has—or rather that it is—of
reaching the thing itself.23

p.374

As such, the body is situated and

intends towards emerging figures that stand out from the ground in
its environment. Thus, perception is the realization of my access to
the world via my perceiving and interrelational body that cannot be
separated from my world. This unity can be seen as the seat of personhood. In illness, it is the intentional arc that “goes limp” because
in illness, our bodies are no longer able to pursue our projects as we
did when healthy.23

3.2

|

Data generation and analysis

The focus of the interviews was the participants' lived experience of
their encounters with their GP and NAV. We applied a phenomenological research method. This approach is especially relevant when
the aim is to explore burnout as a lived phenomenon.30,31 The existential phenomenological research approach emphasizes the individual
lifeworld. This approach can be seen as a method to explore human
phenomena that can, in turn, be recognized as true for all humans.
During the interviews, an important consideration was to meet the
participants in reciprocal humanity, while being aware that the interaction would influence the dialogue.

p. 136

The person's world is phenomenologically both relational and per-

The first author conducted the interviews and transcribed the
audio‐recorded interviews verbatim. Then, the transcriptions were

sonal in that the person and the world coexist. In this coexistence, we

analysed. The intention was to allow any emotions, patterns, and

direct ourselves towards anything, in or outside ourselves, and display

themes related to the interviewees' experience to emerge from their

a behaviour in relation to that object and thus are self and world
coconstituted.23 Burnout is lived in the context of family and society
and the perception of burnout is encountered in the intersubjective
and social realms of the participants' lives. When something is perceived, it cannot be experienced without it being apprehended in terms
of a meaningful world. For Heidegger, “world” and “lifeworld” are synonyms.25 The person's lifeworld is their experience of being human.26,27
Ashworth has described this notion further to encompass several

descriptions of the situation, rather than being based on predefined
themes. In this process, our aim was to explore and elaborate on the
participants' pre‐reflective and lived experience of burnout. As the
interviewer and first author is part of the field, it is challenging to be
able to set aside one's own presumptions of how this phenomenon
could be understood. When analysing the data, we, as a collaborative
research team, intended to keep a stance of openness towards the
participants' expressions of their experiences. Thus, the process of

parameters, including a sense of self, embodiment, relations to others,

analysis and interpretation as a nonlinear style was concerned with

spatiality, temporality, projects, discourse, and mood as atmosphere.

the dynamic relationship between the part and the whole of the

These parameters constitute a whole and are to be taken as parts of a

empirical material at multiple levels.30

lifeworld, which are not separable into rationally distinctive bits; the lifeworld is therefore indivisible.26 Thus, all experience is within the lifeworld, and this is for each of us “my real, subjective world.”23,28,29

4

|

E T H I C A L CO NS I D E RA T I O N S

The project was approved by the Norwegian Centre for Research (NSD

3

METHOD AND DESIGN

|

no. p469). Prior to the interviews both verbal and written information
about the study were given to the participants in separate meetings

3.1

|

Recruitment procedure and interviewees

and written informed consent forms were signed by all of them. They
were given a copy of their transcript and had the opportunity to read

The first author contacted 10 colleagues from the Oslo area (Norway)

and amend the transcript. All data were de‐identified and stored in a

and asked if they could help to recruit participants for the project.

secure manner according to the ethical principles required by the Uni-

They were given written information about the project and a handout

versity of Oslo (UiO). In designing the study, the participants' vulnerable
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situation, being on long‐term sick leave, was given special consideration.

feeling of being epistemically excluded. The husband's presence might

Clear boundaries were set, based on a written informed consent about

be understood as “forcing” the GP to listen to how she understands

the context of the research project, the research process, and how the

her own situation and accepting that she has knowledge about her ill-

findings would be reported. We acknowledged that the research pro-

ness and the health challenges she experiences. Yet another partici-

cess could cause painful awareness of their situation, and consequently,

pant describes his experience when encountering the GP this way:

each participant was informed about the opportunity to come in for a
debriefing session after the interview if they experienced excessive
emotions as a response to what was brought up during the interview.
However, this situation did not occur.
In the next section, we will present some selected excerpts from
the empirical material. When working through and analysing the transcribed material, some parts of the participants' experiences stood out
—parts that touched us and awakened us. For us, it was important to
try to understand the meaning inherent in the words used to describe

He asks me if I'm suicidal. He is focused on depression and
antidepressants came up quickly. The focus became wrong
quite early on in relation to what my needs were or what I
needed help with. I'm sort of in limbo; a place in between
where I am neither nor. What I define as important to
discuss with the doctor somehow disappears. It seems as
if there are happy pills outside in the waiting room. I
became passive and indifferent almost. (Toivo)

these experiences. From there, we chose excerpts from the tran-

Just like Gunn, Toivo also seems to disagree with the GP regarding

scribed material that could illustrate our analysis. Our focus was to

diagnosis and medical treatment. In this situation, Toivo seems to expe-

be transparent as researchers about the nature of the experiences or

rience being labelled with a diagnosis that he felt was the wrong one.

phenomena we were analysing that we finally ended up with

Although he tried to explain how he experienced the situation, he

discussing. All the names are fictive.

seemed to feel abandoned by the GP. The doctor's strong opinion
about what Toivo's needs were seemed to put him into a sort of middle
position where he experiences being neither nor. This could be under-

5 | D I S C O N N E C T I O N A N D A SE N S E O F
SHAME

stood as the experience of feeling disempowered. Toivo seems to associate feeling passive and indifferent as a reaction to the GP's attitude
that happy pills seem to be the solution to everything—and definitely

5.1

|

The “battlefield”

to such problems that he himself presents with. In this situation, he
might have felt unable to escape the neither‐nor position. This experi-

Through our analysis, the participants' experiences related to encoun-

ence might be interpreted as being neither able to recognize himself as

tering their GP and the NAV stood out as especially vital to explore

depressed nor being able to influence the GP's opinion—in other words

further. The participants told about spending a lot of energy trying

feeling helpless. Another participant tells about her experience of feel-

to explain their condition without feeling heard. As Gunn, one of the

ing “not being met” in the encounter with her GP.

participants explained:
With regard to my doctor it is a continuous battle. I don't
feel that he respects me. Had the feeling he labelled me
into a psychological pigeonhole. At first, I went there on
my own, but now my husband comes along every time
because I sense a big difference when he is there. (Gunn)

People try to understand. And then you notice that they
are a bit prejudiced. They're thinking ‘can't you just pull
yourself together. How can that be so hard’? But they
don't get it. I was embarrassed and felt awful—can't
even manage that, you know. I didn't have any physical
symptoms that showed. I was just terribly tired. The GP

In this quotation, we were struck by how Gunn described her

listens to me, a bit impatiently and says “Ok.” I felt a

experience of encountering the GP as taking part in a battle. Health

strong scepticism emanating from her, with a very clear

care is usually understood as a place where people can expect to get

message about not wanting to put me on 100% sick

help, care, and comfort related to their illness and health condition.

leave. I started crying. It just felt so painful not to be

From what Gunn says, the battle seems related to her feeling of not

met properly. It was a continuous struggle. (Nina)

being respected. The battle might, therefore, be understood as a disagreement with her GP related to what she terms psychological. Thus,

Nina experienced the encounters with the GP as “a continuous

the battle concerns an opposition between the GP's and Gunn's

struggle” that seems to be similar to what Gunn said and thus might

understanding of her illness. When the lived experience and under-

touch upon each other in meaning. For Nina, the struggle seems to

standing of one's own situation differs from the GP's understanding

be related to feeling distrusted by the GP, when asking for permission

to such a degree as in this case, the GP's diagnosis is difficult to

to stay at home. Although Nina believes that people try to understand

accept. Then, Gunn got the feeling of neither being seen or heard

how it is for her, she seems to sense being prejudiced. When she

nor respected or understood. The kind of difference she is sensing

became aware of the GP's scepticism, she might have felt pushed by

when her husband joins her in the appointments is not described other

the GP to stay at work, which she might have understood as an

than as “a big difference.” The difference made when bringing him

expression of “just pull yourself together.” When feeling seen as weak

along could be described as added supportiveness to counteract the

and unable to meet what she imagined that others expected of her,
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thoughts about herself such as being worth less than others might

description of her suffering in the written rejections from NAV.

have come to the fore. When stating that it felt so painful not to be

Therefore, she interprets that they do not believe her. Thus, her

met properly, it is nearby to understand this experience as feeling

experience of what it means not to be believed is not only a result

judged and evaluated as unable to cope with what “everyone” has to

of the rejections of the applications but is also related to how NAV

handle in their lives. The painfulness might then be related to feeling

confronts her with what she perceives as a twisted description of

degraded as a person. The participants' experience of being part of a

the situation she lives. Again, disagreement seems to be at the fore-

battlefield points out a possible disagreement over whether it is the

front. This time the disagreement is related to whether it is the

patient who has the right understanding of how it is like to suffer from

patient or NAV that posits the “right” understanding and description

burnout, or if it is the GP.

of the situation. One of the other participants also described her
experience of encountering NAV. She tells:

5.2

|

The “NAV directive”

As we will see, the battle continues. In the next excerpt, another participant emphasizes how her GP also provided an explanation to her
suffering that she could not recognize as the right one. She says:
I felt that the doctor was really happy when I was sitting
and crying in her office because at last she could
prescribe Cipralex and call me depressed. I feel like I'm
very stuck. I have called it indifference. But for how
long can I stand feeling like this? (Tone)

My doctor diagnosed ME, but this was not accepted by
NAV. It was awfully frustrating and hurtful to
experience such unprofessional treatment of my case
from NAV. It felt degrading to be treated like that. As if
I was a scoundrel. It is clear that when I am not seen or
heard I almost give up. (Sonja)
Sonja's GP diagnosed her with ME. When NAV refused to accept
Sonja's diagnosis, she experienced that not only her GP was refused
by NAV but also herself was seen as trying to claim rights she did
not have. It hurts when feeling distrusted—and seen as if she tried

Tone experienced her GP's reaction to her tears as like that of

to deceive undeserved rights. Disagreement and distrust seem to be

“being happy.” This happiness might be understood as a reaction of

prominent in the participants' experiences encountering both GP and

observing some symptoms that fit with an accepted medical diagnosis.

NAV. Instead of feeling supported the participants described feeling

At last, when her patient was sitting there crying, an obvious symptom

left alone, distrusted, degraded, and helpless. A pertinent question

of depression manifested, and the GP could not only relate to a diag-

related to what seems to happen in encounters between patients

nosis but also prescribe medication to help her. Alternatively, perhaps

and those who are supposed to help is how then to act when you

the happiness Tone sensed in the GP when crying could have been a

need help? In the next excerpt, one of the participants shares his expe-

feeling of relief when finally, being able to give her patient a “legal”

riences related to this:

diagnosis. In this case, a legal diagnosis might be understood as a diagnosis that would be accepted by NAV. Thus, diagnosing her patient as
depressed would “cover” her back by being able to justify her patient's
sick leave in front of the NAV system. Just like Gunn and Tiovo, Tone
seems to disagree with the doctor regarding how her illness should be
understood and diagnosed. When being diagnosed as depressed, Tone
says that she feels stuck. In this situation when not feeling heard or
supported by her GP, it is easy to relate the feeling of indifference
to a sensation of helplessness. In respect to the sensed disagreement
between herself and the GP, Tone further explains:

I think the doctor has had a directive from NAV. The
woman at NAV has in reality confirmed it. I felt real
pressure to be at work. It went as far as my boss telling
me to do something. You're walking around here like a
corpse. People are wondering what's happening with
you. Why the heck are you here so much? It's not good
for you. Can't you just go on home and get well.
Dreading having to go to the doctor doesn't exactly
help you get better. I felt like a little boy at school being
told off. Going to see a doctor you know will tear at

I am not being misunderstood, but I'm experiencing what

your soul isn't much good and you just cannot manage

it means not to be believed—actually a lack of trust.

to do anything about it. (Hans)

Three times, I have experienced refusals in decisions
from NAV. And there I am, so sure I'm entitled to the
benefits, but instead I'm given an account where
everything seems a bit turned on its head. Feeling that
everything is twisted and turned so they can refuse me
AAP (Work Assessment Allowance). And it is tough to
read what they write about me as well. (Tone)

Although Hans does not feel well, he still goes to work. Even when
he experienced being seen as ill by both his colleagues and his boss, he
cannot just take it as support because he needs to have the GP's “permission” to stay home and “get well.” He dreads going to see his GP, as
he knows that it will “tear at” his soul. What he believes is that NAV
and the GP have a sort of agreement, which he experiences as not
supportive for handling his situation. When the GP and NAV agree

Related to her applications for support from NAV, Tone says she

that you are not entitled to being sick listed, you have to go to work

is “not misunderstood” but knows “what it means not to be believed.”

to earn money for living. In this situation, Hans experienced that his

She seems to experience that NAV do understand her version of the

boss and colleagues almost “forced” him to stay home to recover.

situation. She recognizes however what she sees as a distorted

When being exposed to these radically different opinions related to
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his condition and literally being in the position of being disqualified

sick leave. That's when I went underground. That's what

and disempowered, it is understandable that it felt like being a little

I've felt I did. So now I don't know how to get back. (Nina)

boy in the meaning of being without any authority related to his
own experienced life situation.
The participants' stories seem to highlight possible distrust at several levels: between the patient and the GP, between the patient and
NAV, and between NAV and the GP. The result seems to be that the
participants feel neither seen or heard nor respected or understood.
On the contrary, they seem to feel distrusted and disempowered. Such
feelings are appropriate in response to how the lifeworld speaks to
them in terms of being disqualified by others.

At the beginning of her presentation, Nina started with disclosing to
the audience how uncomfortable the situation was to her. This might
be an expression of her understanding that she wanted to be there
but because of feeling extremely exhausted, she knew that she was
not able to handle the situation as she wanted to. When disclosing
how she felt, she might have become aware that the audience could
see her as not good enough, which might be the reason why she
sensed that they lost respect for her. It is nearby to understand that
losing the audience's respect could have triggered Nina to feel
embarrassed and unable to hide from the gaze of others. Thus, she

5.3

|

Being a “no‐body”

seems to relate the sensation of losing the audience's respect to feeling
that she could have died on the spot. In this uncomfortable situation,

We shall now see how another participant describes her experience of

she might have wished to flee but felt stuck in front of the audience.

struggling to cope with living the situation of being burned out.

Then, “dying” could be understood as a metaphor for wishing to disap-

Reality has become lost to me. This is very frightening. All
the time there are things to relate to from outside. It is
exhausting. There is no space for what is me. That's why

pear, and this was exactly what happened when she went underground. Nina is not the only one who wants to hide from the gaze of
others. Here is how one of the other participants puts it:

it seems like I am shrinking into a reality that doesn't

When you experience hitting rock bottom like that, all

exist. I just can't cope with that part. I withdraw. (Sonja)

your protective walls are knocked down and all your

When Sonja says that reality has become lost to her, this might be
understood as she experiences her being in the world as radically

feelings lie exposed, leaving a lot of yourself seeping
through. (Hans)

changed. Such a big change of being in the world is frightening as

In this excerpt, Hans refers to what it was like when hitting “rock

the life and living situation she was familiar with and once knew

bottom.” His experience seems similar to how Nina described her

seems to have disappeared. In this situation with all impressions and

need to protect herself by going underground. As Hans puts it, the

expressions from what she names “outside”—an outside that might

protective walls he had built to hide his vulnerable self were no lon-

be related to others—the GP, NAV, and society as such, she experi-

ger intact. In this situation, he seems to imagine being transparent to

ences there is “no space for what is her,” and she feels to shrink.

everyone and not being able to hide. Feeling vulnerable in this situ-

One way of understanding this is that the outside does not see her

ation might be related to be seen as weak and helpless—in fact

as she experiences herself to be and, by this, shrinks her into a feeling

being exposed as unprotected and transparent. Thus, feeling “naked”

of disappearing as there is no space for being who and what she is.

seems to provoke an existential anxiety, as we shall see in the next

Being put into such a situation, she sees the best alternative as to

excerpt.

withdraw. To withdraw might be her way to protect herself and taking care of herself. In the next excerpt, Nina expresses how she felt

During the first year on sick leave the GP proposed that I

“forced” to go underground when not able to meet what she sensed

should join a project called “Quicker recovery” sponsored

others expected of her. As she has previously mentioned, she felt

by NAV. The long bus fare and the treatment—it felt so

being pushed by her GP to stay at work and she felt forced to “pull

shitty that I dropped out after just a few sessions. At

herself together.” When feeling unable to do so, she seemed to feel

this time, the worst of it was handling the so‐called

negatively judged by others.

reality, dealing with people and feeling so incredibly

I was invited to lunch with a possible employer. It was a
wonderful occasion on which to present myself in a
good light for possible new commissions. There were
around 20 people present. Very important people. At
the beginning of my presentation, I had to start by
saying what an uncomfortable situation this was for
me. I didn't know why I was there. I was extremely tired
and felt pretty awful actually. I sensed how the
audience lost respect for me. I could have died on the

useless and shitty. I feel like it shows on the outside and
that it's something everybody can point at and see.
That's when anxiety and fear come thundering in all
directions, shapes, and variations, which is really, really
shitty. I was at the point of despair. It was my whole
life—all of me that I couldn't stand. And I am not able
to do anything about it. My need to escape reality
suddenly becomes acute. I am not able to stand how I
am ‐ and what I might do to myself. (Toivo)

spot. I was so exhausted. I wasn't able to defend myself.

Toivo tells that he was at the point of despair. When attending the

That's how I seemed to finish, and then I was put on

treatment project, he was forced to be part of what he terms the so‐
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called reality. In this situation, Toivo felt “incredibly useless and shitty.”
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Therefore, he seemed to drop out. His experience seems to touch
upon Sonja's experience. She felt unable to interact with anyone when

Without a known biomedical diagnosis, the participants' subjective

she experienced that reality had become lost to her. Additionally, it is

health complaints were labelled and treated as psychopathological.

possible to understand the despair Toivo experienced as a reaction to

This duality, related to understanding human beings as either mind

how he imagined others could see how he felt. This experience seems

or body, is due to the inherent norms, values, and attitudes that

related to how Nina might have experienced being unable to hide

are coloured by the biomedical stance taken within EBM. Phenome-

from the judging gaze of others.

nology understands human suffering differently. Merleau‐Ponty

When living through burnout Toivo's Lifeworld is changed. He

points out that “there is no inner man (sic) … Man is in the world,

seems unable to recognize himself and does no longer fit into the

and only in the world does he know himself.”23,

xi

“so‐called” reality. Toivo, just like Nina, felt unable to change the situ-

ence of burnout symptoms cannot be separated from the partici-

Thus, the experi-

ation. Seeing himself as a useless and “shitty” person, Toivo was des-

pants' world as it is encountered in the context of family as well as

perate to escape his life. This situation seemed to have elicited an

communities. This context is the intersubjective and social realms

existential crisis where he realized that he could harm himself. Finally,

of the participants' lives. Their perception of pain is located in their

here is how another participant experiences her desperate situation.

embodied, intersubjective relations with others as much as it also

I had cancer when I was in my thirties, and then I was
received with open arms. Everyone does everything for
you and gives you presents. However, when you get an
illness like burnout there aren't many gifts around,
that's for sure. You are just “a no‐body” then. There is
nothing left. I was so distraught about everything that if
I hadn't had children and grandchildren I would have
killed myself. I thought about that a lot. During the
worst period, I kept thinking about how I couldn't stand
this. First of all, feeling so ill and almost incapable of
getting out of bed—and on top of that experiencing so
much resistance. (Sonja)

occurs in their bodies. Thus, there is no access to any inner selves
except through living in the social and cultural surroundings we at
any time in life inhabit, ie, our lifeworld. Therefore, the psychosocial
experience of being ill is even more important than the unknown
aetiology of burnout.
The participants had experienced being ill for a long time. Feeling
seriously ill without recognition of their situation triggered an existential anxiety. All except for one described the encounters with the GP
as a continuous struggle, which triggered feelings of frustration,
despair, and hopelessness. Seven of them felt pushed to go back to
work either during the period of sick leave or after having been
granted AAP. The world seems to say: “Can't you just pull yourself
together? How can that be so hard?” The interviewees' subjective

In this excerpt, Sonja describes how she experienced the difference

knowledge, however, is their bodily perception of being ill. Being

between suffering from cancer and suffering from burnout. When she

aware of what they sensed in their bodies, they knew that they were

had cancer, she felt like a “some‐body”—a person who deserved pre-

not able to perform what was expected of them. Moreover, when

sents. Suffering from burnout, she experienced quite differently—like

feeling distrusted the participants' distress escalated and turned their

being just a “no‐body”. Being a “no‐body” can be understood as feeling

experience of being in the world upside down. As the empirical mate-

unsupported and left alone. Moreover, by being a no‐body, no one

rial and the phenomenological analysis has shown, the participants

cared for her as it is not possible to care for a “no‐body”. As she puts it

experienced being disconnected from their lifeworld. This theme

“there is nothing left,” which might be understood as there is nothing

highlights how the participants' relation with both others and them-

left of her life as she knew it and how she wants to live it.

selves felt disconnected. Without exception, they were transformed

To summarize, the participants experienced feeling rejected in

by the illness into persons who were unknown to themselves. They

encounters with the health care system and NAV. None of them

were not able to recognize themselves and hardly knew who they

saw themselves as being depressed and being diagnosed as depressed

were anymore. At the same time, being fearful of their own alienness,

made them feel neither seen or heard nor understood or respected.

seemed to elicit a feeling of losing control. Others also seemed alien

Additionally, having to struggle to convince others that they were

to them. When sensing the strangeness and weirdness of both them-

entitled to social benefits, they experienced themselves as distrusted

selves and others, anxiety raised. When healthy, they had experi-

and without any status or legitimacy, which seems to be related to

enced the epistemological progression referred to by Husserl; I

the experience of being disconnected from their worlds. The discon-

express myself, then others listen to me and then I am able to influ-

nection might create an awareness of feeling seen by others as worth

ence the situation.29 Although the participants tried to voice their

nothing and, then turning the gaze of others towards themselves, see-

experience of being ill, they felt distrusted and no one seemed to

ing themselves as a “nobody.” Seen as a nobody in the eyes of others

care. Thus, they no longer experienced themselves as agents in their

seems to elicit a sense of embarrassment connected to themselves as

own lives. This experience seemingly triggered a need to withdraw

persons. In the next section, we will discuss how the participants'

from interactions with others to survive. The participants were, how-

experience of feeling undressed publicly and unable to hide their

ever, not able to protect themselves from feeling intruded and

nakedness from the gaze of others can be phenomenologically

overwhelmed by the outside world. The distress they experienced in

understood.

this situation seemed to result in a feeling of powerlessness, which
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can be understood as the psychological situation, wherein the life-

perception via their perceiving interrelational bodies could not be

world speaks to them of social identity, their feelings of presence,

separated from their worlds without literally leaving the world. As

their sense of agency, and inability to voice their experience. Thus,

Toivo said, he felt neither able to stand the person he had become

selfhood is a continuous background meaning of my feelings,

—nor what he might do to himself. Three of them explicitly consid-

thoughts, and behaviour, and the self as a fraction of the lifeworld

ered suicide as a way out when being aware that there was nothing

is the way in which my actions and their effects are open to my

left worthwhile living for.

awareness.
When we experience the inability to recognize ourselves as the
person we used to be when healthy and to pursue our projects as

7
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we once did, the sharp awareness of “how do I appear” comes to
the fore. In such situations, we suddenly become aware that others

The study uncovered that the participants sensed being distrusted by

can see us as inadequate. Emma, in the introduction, described the

the GP when labelled as depressed. This fact seemed to worsen the

disconnection with her world as feeling naked. Hans did not use

participants' situation. The GP's mission is to take care of the patient

the word naked in his description of how it felt like for him when

and cause no harm. Therefore, we were struck by how the participants

all his protective walls had been knocked down, leaving a lot of him-

experienced the encounters with the GP using terms as a continuous

self seeping through. Thus, feeling disconnected from their world

battle or struggle. The interviewees expected support and being taken

seems to elicit a loss of agency, which in turn leads to a loss of

care of by their GP. These expectations were obviously not met, nei-

self‐esteem.

ther in the relation between the GP and patient nor between the

Much of the literature on burnout recognizes that the sense of

patient and the NAV system.

diminished self‐esteem experienced is often accompanied by a sense

In the encounter with the GP and NAV, all the participants spent

of shame. While irrational, this sense reflects the persons' feeling of

a lot of energy trying to explain their condition without feeling seen

being “damaged” when not being met by others. It is the experience

or heard. Their stories show how they as “knowers” of their own

of feeling rejected and separated from others that triggers shame.32

bodies were ignored and distrusted. As previously mentioned in the

Moreover, when seen by another person, we are intertwined into

introduction, this set of reaction to illness constitutes a form of injus-

that person's world. In this situation, we may feel either affirmed

tice that is uniquely epistemic and is done to the patient in their

or undermined by others. Thus, other human beings are a central

capacity as knowers. Often such injustice is caused by biases and

part of our lifeworld because of their impact on our selfhood. This

negative stereotypes34—in this case about burnout as a medically

means that we can feel judged, which elicits an awareness of either

unexplained syndrome. From what the participants have shared in

shame or pride. The person who experiences burnout perceives her

this study, we have seen how incommunicable the syndrome is and

own difficulties in the first person. Others also perceive her as a

how invisibly fatigued the participants are. The discrepancy between

physical entity with particular features, which in this case may be

the perceived ease of a task and the great challenge it poses for the

faking illness—in other words, acting as a scoundrel. She is then per-

person who experiences burnout creates doubt in the mind of the

ceived by herself as seen through the eyes of others. The moment

observer. An observer often sees the person when she is at her best

we become aware of the mere look cast by another that we inter-

because when the symptoms are bad, she is in bed. This fact does

pret as alienating and uncomfortable is the moment we want to

not really convey the subjective sensation of severe illness. The com-

escape it. It is through the look of the other that we feel objectified

plete certainty of the lived experience of burnout and the complete

and judged as “cheating.” Thus, shame might be triggered when we

doubt it generates when viewed from the outside makes it similar

become aware of ourselves as objects seen through the eyes of

to distress. The distress and sense of loss of control in addition to

the other.33

the panic of dreading living with burnout for the rest of one's life

Gradually the participants lost sight of a life worth living. As Sonja

are internal and invisible. The outsider, in this case the GP and

puts it, “you are just a no‐body then. There is nothing left.” Although

NAV, can never know if the patient is really feeling the pain or

their basic need was to feel supported, shame might have hindered a

merely behaving as if she does.

supportive interaction with others. The feeling of being vulnerable

In illness, the norms of feeling and action shift considerably and are

and unprotected—in fact caught off guard in the eyes of the public

quite different to the norms when healthy. Persons who have not

—was not conjunctive with being able to take support from anyone.

experienced burnout themselves have no reference parameters.

This fact might have counteracted resolving the existential crisis in

Therefore, the ability of a healthy person to understand the con-

which they felt stuck. Shame brings them face to face with them-

stricted experiential space of the person who experiences burnout is

selves. This is what Sartre pointed out when discussing what he calls

limited because of the lack of a shared experiential background. The

“bad faith”—the effort to flee from oneself.33 The participants seemed

shared norms of normal functionality disappear. Thus, when normal

to struggle to accept themselves as seen in the eyes of the others

and pathological experiences diverge, communication suffers, which

while simultaneously seeking to hide from themselves as well as the

is clearly highlighted in this study. The participants feel neither seen

world. The need to withdraw from interactions with others and them-

or heard nor respected or understood. On the contrary, they seem

selves became acute. It was however not possible to escape because

to feel distrusted, disqualified, and disempowered, which might result
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in feeling helpless and embarrassed. As this study shows, the problem
of sharing the experience of burnout and the normal sceptical challenge can undermine the quality of clinical care and knowledge.
The study also shows that there seems to be distrust related to
several communication levels. The first level is between the GP and
the patient; the second is between the patient and caseworkers at
NAV. There also seems to be third level which Hans termed the
“NAV directive” related to how the GP seemed “induced” by NAV to
push the participants to go to work. According to the participants'
experience of feeling distrusted, the study seems to indicate that the
norms, values, and attitudes inherent in the biomedical and societal
system affect the encounters between the GP, NAV, and the patient

9. Skålen C, Nordgren L, Annerbäck E. Patient complaints about health
care in a Swedich county: charecteristics and satisfaction after handling. Nusing Open. 2016;3(4):203‐211.
10. Kleinman A. The Illness Narratives: Suffering, Healing and the Human
Condition. New York: Basic Book Inc; 1988.
11. Blease C, Carel H, Geraghty K. Epistemic injustice in healthcare
encounters: evidence from chronic fatigue syndrome. Med Ethics.
2017;43(8):549‐557.
12. Frank J. Mitigating against epistemic injustice in educational research.
Educ Res. 2013;42(7):363‐370.
13. Kidd IJ, Carel H. Epistemic injustice and illness. J Appl Philos.
2017;34(2):172‐190.
14. Price TJ, Dearing RL. Shame and Guilt. USA: The Guilford Press; 2002.

in a negative manner. Moreover, the study also seems to indicate that
political decision making is based on the norms inherent in the biomedical model, which in turn determine what is recognized as illness.
Therefore, we suggest a need for reviewing what norms, values, and
attitudes that are needed to improve the outcome of medical care.
Additionally, issues of power need to be addressed properly and considered in the context of these interpersonal relations.
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